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And into the forest I go to lose my mind and find my soul.
– John Muir (1838-1914)

Abstract
Embedded systems are ubiquitous and play critical roles
in management systems for industry and transport. Soft-
ware failures in these domains may lead to loss of pro-
duction or even loss of life, so the software in these sys-
tems needs to be reliable. Software testing is a standard
approach for quality assurance of embedded software,
and many software development processes strive for test
automation. Out of the many challenges for successful
software test automation, this thesis addresses five: (i)
understanding how updated software reaches a test en-
vironment, how testing is conducted in the test environ-
ment, and how test results reach the developers that up-
dated the software in the first place; (ii) selecting which
test cases to execute in a test suite given constraints on
available time and test systems; (iii) given that the test
cases are run on different configurations of connected
devices, selecting which hardware to use for each test
case to be executed; (iv) analyzing test cases that, when
executed over time on evolving software, testware or
hardware revisions, appear to randomly fail; and (v)
making test results information actionable with test re-
sults exploration and visualization.

The challenges are tackled in several ways. First, to
better understand the flow of information in the embed-
ded systems software development process, interviews
at five different companies were conducted. The results
show how visualizations and a test results database sup-
port decision-making. Results also describe the over-
all flow of information in software testing: from devel-
opers to hardware in the test environment, and back to
developers. Second, in order to address the challenges
of test selection and hardware selection, automated ap-
proaches for testing given resource constraints were im-
plemented and evaluated using industrial data stemming
from years of nightly testing. It was shown that these

approaches could solve problems such as nightly test-
ing not finishing on time, as well as increasing hardware
coverage by varying hardware selection over test itera-
tions. Third, the challenge of intermittently failing tests
was addressed with a new metric that can classify test
cases as intermittently or consistently failing. Again,
by using industry data, factors that lead to intermittent
failures were identified, and similarities and differences
between root causes for intermittently and consistently
failing tests were observed. Finally, in order to better
render test results actionable, a tool was implemented
for test results exploration and visualization. The im-
plementation was evaluated using a reference group and
logging of the tool’s usage. Solution patterns and views
of the tool were identified, as well as challenges for im-
plementing such a tool.

Note to Reader
This is a compact version of the introduction (kappa) of
my doctoral thesis. Some content has been removed or
shortened, but the section numbers are kept the same.
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Figure 1: In the software development of embedded systems, one has to test the software as it runs on physical
devices. The testing can be automated, and this thesis covers some of the challenges that can arrive: How does the
information related to testing flow? How should test cases and hardware devices be selected for the testing? Why
do some test cases change verdict for no apparent reason? Finally, how can test results be made explorable and
visualized?
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1 Introduction

This chapter starts with a short history of industry-
academia collaboration and industrial doctoral studies,
before it introduces the personal and industrial context
of this thesis, and then it gives a background to the the-
sis.

1.1 Brief History of Research in Industry-
Academia Collaboration and Industrial
Doctoral Studies

Arora et al. [3] investigate the changes in American in-
novation from 1850 and onwards. In particular, they dis-
cuss the golden age of the corporate labs, with AT&T’s
Bell Labs that employed 15 thousand people (roughly
a tenth with PhDs) in the late 1960s. Fourteen Nobel
Prizes and five Turing Awards were awarded to alumni
at Bell Labs. The authors mention that since the 1980s,
the distances between universities and corporations have
grown. Universities focused on research on smaller and
smaller problems, leading to innovation that could not
be used at companies without great difficulty. Corpo-
rations instead focused on development. At this time,
corporate research started declining – publications per
firm decreased, and patents per firm has increased (ex-
cept in the life sciences). Some of the possible reasons
for this decline is the difference in attitude towards re-
search, where corporate research is often more mission-
oriented, and university research sometimes curiosity-
driven. More concretely, the decline might be caused by
(i) spill-over - where rivals use publications from a com-
pany in their patents, (ii) narrowed firm scope, (iii) in-
creased distances between manufacturing and R&D due
to changes in trade, outsourcing, and offshoring. Finally,
Arora et al. mention that (iv) tapping into knowledge and
invention from external sources has been simplified.

According to Geschwind [44], the Swedish doctoral
training and degree was reformed in 1969, inspired by
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Figure 2: Industry-Academia collaboration based on Sannö et al. [106].

US systems. Doctoral studies contain research and
course work, corresponding to 4 years full time work.
In general, since the 1960s, there has been an increased
number of doctoral students, and since the end of the last
millennia also an increase in throughput. The share of
women has risen from 16% 1962 to about 50% in 2005.
There has also been a reduced admission in humanities
and about 40% of admitted doctoral students in Sweden
were recruited from abroad. In 1977, a reform led to for-
mation of several new universities in Sweden. Three rea-
sons for the reform were to provide universal access to
higher education, to limit outward migration stemming
from industrial restructuring, and to provide skilled em-
ployees to industry [4]. According to Smith [110], in the
mid 1990s the Swedish foundation for the advancement
of knowledge and competence started offering part of
funding for research if universities collaborated with in-
dustry. By 2000, thirteen industrial research schools had
started and in 2017, Chalmers University of Technology
alone had about 160 industrial doctoral students.

Assbring and Nuur [4] made a case study on the
perceived industrial benefits of participating in collab-
orative research school. They found that motivators
for companies include access to new knowledge and
state-of-the-art research, competence creation and reten-
tion, new or improved products and processes, as well
as legitimacy. Small firms are more mission-oriented,
whereas larger firms are more motivated by more gen-
eral goals such as developing competence.

The Swedish Higher Education Act [123] states that
higher education institutions shall involve external par-
ties and ensure that they can benefit from research find-
ings. Doing co-production, i.e. having an industry-
academia collaboration in research, is not only a way
to comply with regulations and recommendations, it can
also be a suitable way to conduct relevant research. For
co-produced research to be relevant and successful, the
research party and the industry party should share a

common understanding of the problem and be able to
communicate [31, 43, 55, 106]. This can be a chal-
lenge, as Sannö et al. point out [106], because these
two parties typically have differences in perspective with
respect to problem formulation, methodology, and re-
sult; as well as counterproductive differences in their
views on knowledge and in their driving forces. Lo
et al. [73] and Carver et al. [17] made studies in 2015
and 2016 on how practitioners perceived relevance of
research in software engineering. There seems to be no
correlation between citation count and its perceived rel-
evance, and papers with industrial co-authors were only
marginally more relevant. Sannö et al. discuss ways to
increase the impact of industry-academia collaboration
and present the model illustrated in Figure 2. As men-
tioned, the formulation of a common problem is cen-
tral. The model also illustrates that the impact of the
collaboration does not end with new knowledge – in-
stead the new knowledge can be seen as what drives fur-
ther industry-academia research through different bene-
fits. Weyuker and Ostrand [131] recommend that aca-
demics strive to involve at least one industry participant
that is committed to the goal of the study, and that the in-
dustry partner sees the research as relevant, valuable and
important. Eldh points out that an interest in continued
partnership is a good evaluation criteria for both indus-
try and academia [31]. A more detailed approach for
industry-academia collaboration was proposed by Mar-
ijan and Gotlieb [78]. Their process involves a model
in seven phases starting with problem scoping (focusing
on the industrial problem) and knowledge conception
(to formulate research problem); followed by develop-
ment, transfer, exploitation and adoption of knowledge
and technology; and ending in market research in order
to explore if benefits from the research could reach out-
side of the project. All research problems and questions
in this thesis have been formulated jointly while involv-
ing both industry and academia.
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Figure 3: An example of a Westermo test system.

There is no doubt a great value in corporate research.
Arora et al. [3] argue that these labs solve practical prob-
lems, three of the reasons are that companies have the
ability to test innovation at scale by having large data
sets, companies are often multi-disciplinary and may
have unique equipment. Furthermore, doctoral studies
is no longer only perceived as a preparation for an aca-
demic career, PhD holders are attractive to industry [4].
Finally, many industrial doctoral students feel privileged
to carry out research in close collaboration with industry
[4].

1.2 Personal and Industrial Context

Providing information on context in software engineer-
ing research is relevant in order to allow readers to draw
valid conclusions from the research [27, 94, 105]. In
addition, in research dealing with qualitative data, the
researcher is “active in the research process” and there
is a risk for researcher bias where personal background
and industrial context could play a role [14, 93]. Here
I mention context such that a reader could take this into
consideration when reading this thesis.

Before starting as an industrial doctoral student in
2017, I worked for 11 years with software testing, devel-
opment, and requirements in the rail, nuclear, web, and
communication equipment domains. During the major-
ity of this time, I was a consultant, and as such, I led
a competence network on software testing for 5 years.
In this period of my life, I studied many test and re-
quirements certification syllabi and became a certified
tester as well as a certified professional for requirements
engineering (ISTQB foundation, ISTQB test manager,
ISTQB agile tester, and REQB CPRE Foundation).

I am employed full time at Westermo Network Tech-
nologies AB (Westermo), where I have worked with test
automation, test management and research. The com-
pany designs and manufactures robust data communica-

tion devices for harsh environments, providing commu-
nication infrastructure for control and monitoring sys-
tems where consumer grade products are not sufficiently
resilient. These devices and the software in them, are
tested nightly with the main purpose of finding software
regressions. In order to test for regressions, a number of
test systems built up of physical or virtualized devices
under test running the software under test have been con-
structed (see example in 3). Automated test cases have
also been implemented, as well as a test framework for
running the test cases. I first added code to this frame-
work in 2011, when it was being migrated into what is
now its current form. More recently, this framework has
started a transition from Python into the Go program-
ming language. Over time, more and more components
have been added to this eco-system for nightly testing,
such as the test selection process described in Paper B,
the test case mapping onto test systems described in Pa-
per C, and the test results database that is central to Pa-
per E.

In 2014, when the implementation of a test selec-
tion tool was evaluated, I wrote an internal report at
Westermo. At this time, I was encouraged to improve
the report and publish it in an academic context by the
software manager. Around the same time, I attended
a course for becoming ISTQB Certified Test Manager.
Through luck, connections and curiosity I got in con-
tact with the Software Testing Laboratory at MDH. Af-
ter some encouragement and coaching on how to write
an academic paper, I submitted an early version of Pa-
per B without coauthors. After being rejected with
very constructive feedback, we conducted an evalua-
tion of changes in fault distribution. Together with four
other authors, I submitted to ISSRE in 2016 and the pa-
per won the best research paper award. In parallel, I
learned about the upcoming Industrial Graduate School
ITS ESS-H, and after several rounds of discussion, I
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Figure 4: Growth in test complexity at Westermo between 2012 and Q2 2021.

started as an industrial doctoral student in 2017.
During this period, Westermo migrated from a de-

velopment model loosely based on scrum to a feature-
driven development model based on kanban, where ev-
ery feature is developed in isolation from the others in
separate code branches, and then merged into a main
branch after a risk management process. This increased
parallelization of the testing of the branches makes it
harder to get resources for nightly testing, and makes
the results more sparse, in turn making the test results
more complicated to understand. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 4, the increase in complexity is not only visible in
number of branches, but also in the number of test cases
and test systems in use, as well as in the number of new
test cases executed.

My personal and industrial background has given me
unique insights in industrial software testing, which may
have had an impact on how problems have been formu-
lated, and how data has been collected and analyzed.

1.3 Background

The growth in complexity in the nightly testing (illus-
trated in Figure 4) is also present elsewhere, such as in
the automotive industry. Staron [113] reports on soft-
ware architecture in this domain. There has been a
growth in number of computers in a car, from at most
one in the 1970s, followed by the introduction of elec-
tronic fuel injection, anti-lock brakes, cruise control in

the late 1900s and autonomous driving and automated
breaking when obstacles are detected in the early 2000s.
Staron mentions that cars in 2015 could have 150 com-
puters with more than 100 million lines of code, and that
some of the trends here are: heterogeneity and distribu-
tion of software, variants and configuration, autonomous
functions as well as connectivity and cooperation be-
tween nodes.

Embedded systems are becoming ubiquitous. They
range from portable sensors to communication equip-
ment providing infrastructure, as part of a train or other
vehicles, industrial plants or in other applications. As
many as 90% of newly produced processors are part of
embedded systems [41]. Software failures in commu-
nication equipment can lead to isolation of nodes in a
vehicle or a plant, leading to delays, loss of productiv-
ity, or even loss of life in extreme cases. The software in
embedded systems needs to be of high quality and soft-
ware testing is the standard method for detecting short-
comings in quality.

Software testing, can be defined1 as the act of man-
ually or automatically inspecting or executing software
with or without custom hardware in order to gather in-
formation for some purpose: feedback, quality control,

1This definition partially overlaps with definitions from both the
International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) and the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119-1 standard [58, 128]. Many other definitions
exist.
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Figure 5: Perspectives of testing: from low level (source code functions) to high level (system).

finding issues, building trust, or other. An important as-
pect of testing embedded systems is to do testing on real
hardware [7, 134]. For some of the testing, emulators
and simulators can be suitable, but these should be com-
plemented with physical hardware [102]. Testing could
also iterate from being on host and target hardware [21].
By testing on target hardware, timing and other non-
functional aspects can be verified along with functional
correctness. One common approach for testing on real
hardware is to build test systems of the embedded de-
vices in network topologies, in order to support testing.

An overwhelming majority of the software testing
conducted in industry is manual. Kasurinen et al. found
it as high as 90% in a study in Finland in 2010 [63]. A
practitioner focused report from 2015 found that only
28% of test cases are automated [111]. Test automation
can reduce the cost involved and also improve time to
market [132]. If tests can run with minimal human inter-
vention, considerable gains in test efficiency are possi-
ble. Indeed, many organizations strive for agile and con-
tinuous development processes, where test automation
is an important part, and research has been done on how
to achieve this [89]. For organizations developing net-
worked embedded systems to be successful in this tran-
sition, they would need a number of things in addition
to agile processes. First of all, they would need a way
to automate testing with a test framework and test cases.
Test suites would have to run every now and then. The
test framework needs to know how to log in, upgrade,
and configure the hardware in the test systems. If the
organizations develop many different hardware models,
they would need several test systems with different sets
of hardware. In order to utilize the resources optimally,
the test systems might be shared: humans use them by
day and machines run nightly testing when no one is in
the office. This way developers and testers could use
the test systems for development, fault finding and man-
ual testing. During the nights, the organizations would
benefit from potentially massive and broad automated
testing. This type of testing, on this high level, could be
called automated system level testing in the context of
networked embedded systems. This perspective is illus-
trated in the rightmost parts of Figure 5.

Wiklund et al. identified lack of time for testing as an
important challenge for test automation [132]. One rea-
son could be that system level testing is slow compared
to unit testing where a function, file or library may be
tested (left part of Figure 5). A typical test case for net-
worked embedded systems on system level could be a

firewall test. This test case would need at least three
devices under test (DUTs): a firewall node, an internal
node (to be protected by the firewall), and an external
node (trying to reach the internal node). Depending on
configuration and type of traffic, the outside node should
or should not be able to reach the inside node. These test
cases need time because they perform several configura-
tion and verification steps, send actual traffic in the net-
work, and the test framework analyzes the traffic sent.
Because testing is slow, it may not be feasible to run all
test cases every night, so the organizations need to de-
cide on which test cases to include in or exclude from
testing. This problem of regression test selection (RTS,
or SL-RTS for System Level RTS) is well-studied, but
very little previous research had been done on SL-RTS
in 2016 when Paper B was published.

Wiklund et al. also found that low availability of the
test environment is an important challenge for test au-
tomation [132], in particular if the test systems have
non-standard hardware [80]. There is thus a need to
maximize the value of the testing, given available re-
sources. If a large number of physical test systems are
built, and a large number of test cases designed, then
one would need a way to assign the hardware resources
of the test systems to the test cases, so that as many
test cases as possible could run on as many test systems
as possible. In this thesis, this process is referred to as
“mapping” of test cases onto test systems. If there is no
automated mapping, then each new test case might trig-
ger a need to build a new test system, which would be
expensive and limit the scalability of the testing. Also,
in order to maximize the value of the testing, the map-
ping process should make sure that, over time, each test
case utilizes different parts of the hardware in the test
systems, such that hardware coverage is increased.

A literature study from 2017 on continuous practices
identified that, as the frequency of integrations increase,
there is an exponential growth of information [108].
Similarly, Brandtner et al., identified that relevant in-
formation might be spread out in several systems [13].
One way to handle test results data is to implement a
test results database (TRDB). The TRDB could support
exploration, visualization and also provide overviews of
results, such that when engineers come to work in the
mornings, they could rapidly understand the results of
the nightly testing. It is therefore important to study and
learn from industrial practitioners how the information
flows in their testing processes, and how they make deci-
sions based on visualizations and other support systems
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Figure 6: Automated System-Level Software Testing of Industrial Networked Embedded Systems with highlighted
research questions (compare Figure 1).

enabled by the TRDB.
Intuitively, testing might be expected to be a deter-

ministic process – given the same stimuli to the same
system, one could expected the same response. How-
ever, this is not true, or rather: in practice, no one is able
to observe or control all variables that are of relevance to
a complex system, therefore testing is perceived as non-
deterministic when some tests intermittently fail. This
has been well studied, e.g. by Luo et al. [76] and has
been shown to be linked to poor quality test code [42].
However, most of the previous work has been conducted
on unit level testing of open source software. It appears
as if only four previous studies have considered higher
level testing [2, 29, 70, 125].

2 Research Process
The research of this thesis has largely followed the pro-
cess described in Figure 2. The common problem has
been that of automated system-level software testing of
industrial networked embedded systems. The work has
been funded by Westermo and the Swedish Knowledge
Foundation through the ITS ESS-H research school, and
collaborative work has been done, primarily between the
Software Testing Laboratory at Mälardalen University
and Westermo. Through the research effort new knowl-
edge has been generated, which gives benefits and value
to the company, the researchers, and for society in gen-
eral. The knowledge has led to improvements in work
processes and tools used at Westermo, and to academic
publications. The value and benefits have led to an in-
terest in continued collaborative research.

The research goal of this thesis is: to improve au-

tomated system-level software testing of industrial net-
worked embedded systems. The five research questions
of this thesis are organized to align with Figure 6, which
shows the overall information flow model discovered in
Paper A. In short, this thesis targets five questions that
can be positioned in different stages of this flow model:
How does information relevant to testing flow in an or-
ganization developing embedded systems? Which test
cases should be executed when there is not enough time?
Which hardware devices should be included in the test-
ing when there are too many possible combinations?
Why do some test cases intermittently fail? How can
information relevant to testing be presented to develop-
ers and testers such that they can make decisions? The
rest of this chapter describes these five questions in more
detail, the case study research method, as well as a dis-
cussion on research quality.

2.1 Research Questions

A challenge with testing embedded systems is under-
standing how updated software reaches a test environ-
ment, how testing is actually conducted in the test envi-
ronment, and how test results reach the developers that
updated the software in the first place (i.e. the elements
and arrows in Figure 6). The following research ques-
tion (RQ) was formulated in order to tackle this prob-
lem:

RQ1: How could one describe the flow of information
in software testing in an organization developing
embedded systems, and what key aspects, chal-
lenges, and good approaches are relevant to this
flow? (Paper A)

7



Despite a long history of research, the regression test
selection problem was relatively unexplored from a
system-level perspective at the time of Paper B (2016).
In Figure 6, test selection is illustrated as a process oc-
curring before testing and before software reaches the
test environment. The following RQ was formulated in
order to explore this problem from a system-level:

RQ2: What challenges might an organization have with
respect to system-level regression test selection in
the context of networked embedded systems, and
how could one address these challenges? (Paper B)

Similar to how regression test case selection occurs prior
to the actual testing, a subset of the available hardware
must also be selected for each test case – the mapping of
requirements of the test cases onto test systems. In Fig-
ure 6, a mapping can be thought of a process requiring a
test environment. This leads to the following RQ:

RQ3: What challenges might an organization have with
respect to test environment assignment in the con-
text of networked embedded systems, and how
could one address these challenges? (Paper C)

When system-level test cases are executed over time,
night after night, on embedded systems in an industrial
setting, there is almost always a drift in the software,
testware or hardware between test sessions. With the ex-
ception of mostly manual debugging and trouble shoot-
ing, rarely do companies invest effort in doing regres-
sion testing of unchanged systems. Instead, one desires
confirmation that recent changes have not introduced re-
gressions. Under these conditions, test cases may some-
times intermittently fail for no obvious reason, leading
to unexpected test results over time in the test results
database (Figure 6). This problem motivates the follow-
ing RQ:

RQ4: What are the root causes of intermittently failing
tests during system-level testing in a context under
evolution, and could one automate the detection of
these test cases? (Paper D)

System-level software testing of industrial networked
embedded systems produces large amounts of informa-
tion, and involves many automated decisions. In the
software development process, the results may be hard
to render into something actionable, in particular in the
daily activities of a software developer, when a new fea-
ture is about to be completed, and at release time. This
leads to the final RQ of this thesis:

RQ5: How could one implement and evaluate a system
to enhance visualization and exploration of test re-
sults to support the information flow in an organi-
zation? (Paper E)

2.2 The Case Study Research Method

According to Runeson et al. [105], case study research in
software engineering is useful in order to understand and
improve software engineering processes and products.
They define the case study research method as:

an empirical enquiry that draws on multiple
sources of evidence to investigate [. . . ] a con-
temporary software engineering phenomenon
within its real-life context, especially when
the boundary between phenomenon and con-
text cannot be clearly specified.

The studies in this thesis are all case studies, but differ
in terms of aim and type of data used – both qualitative
and quantitative data has been collected and analyzed.
Paper A exclusively used qualitative data (in the form
of interviews), Papers C and D primarily used quantita-
tive data, and Papers B and E combine qualitative and
quantitative data.

When Paper A was being planned, a number of guide-
lines were considered. Kitchenham and Pfleeger pub-
lished a series of guideline papers in 2001 and 2002 [65,
66, 67, 68, 95, 96]. These had an influence on, for ex-
ample, Runeson et al. [105], that in turn has had an in-
fluence on the overall guideline paper followed for Pa-
per A: Linåker et al. [72].

A total of about 28 hours of audio and video has been
recorded and transcribed into about 185 pages of text
for this thesis (17 hours of audio transcribed into 130
pages of text for Paper A, 7 hours of video transcribed
into 36 pages of not as dense text for Paper E, and 4
hours of interview audio and 20 pages of text was col-
lected for Paper X3, on which Paper E is based). For the
data analysis of this qualitative data, many options were
available, e.g. grounded theory (for example described
by Stol et al. [114]), content analysis (as described for
the field of nursing by Graneheim and Lundman [46]),
and thematic analysis. There is a significant overlap be-
tween these methods, and also a drift of guidelines into
software engineering from the social sciences (e.g., the
Cruzes and Dybå guidelines for thematic analysis [22]).
In the initial stages of data analysis for Paper A, we held
a workshop among the authors where the decision to use
the recommendations of thematic analysis described for
the field of psychology by Braun and Clarke [14] was
taken. Among the authors we saw this approach as easy
to understand and suitable for the type of data at hand.

At the time, I (and the other authors too) felt that
the integrity and anonymity of the interviewees was of
great importance. The interviewees felt the same, and
some of them pointed out that leaked transcripts could
uniquely identify them, or be a form industrial espi-
onage. As part of the data collection process of Pa-
per A, an anonymization process based on existing eth-
ical guidelines, e.g. [124], was designed. This, in turn,
lead to Paper X5 on ethical interviews in software engi-
neering.

At the core of Paper B is an algorithm and tool for
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SL-RTS that was evaluated with data from four years
of nightly testing – two years of data from before intro-
duction of the tool and two after. Paper C proposes and
describes the implementation of an algorithm and tool
for hardware selection, which was evaluated using 17
test systems and more than 600 test cases for a total of
more than ten thousand possible mappings. This way,
performance of the new tool could be compared with
the previous tool in use at Westermo. Paper D describes
a novel algorithm to identify intermittently or consis-
tently failing tests. The algorithm was used on test re-
sults from nine months of nightly testing and more than
half a million test verdicts were used in order to identify
test cases to investigate further. The extended analysis
used project artifacts, such as code commit messages,
bug trackers and so on, in order to find patterns for why
test cases are intermittently failing. Finally, Paper E in-
vestigates how to implement visualizations based on test
results, which again revolves around the development of
a tool. The tool was evaluated by transcribing recorded
reference group meetings, by member checking and by
analyzing log files from using the tool.

2.3 On Research Quality

The term software engineering was coined by Mar-
garet Hamilton while working on the Apollo program at
NASA [54] in an attempt to bring discipline, legitimacy
and respect to software. As pointed out by Felderer
and Travassos, software engineering has evolved from
its seminal moments at NASA (and NATO) aiming at
observing and understanding software projects in 1960s
and 1970s, via attempts to define methods for empirical
studies in the 1980s (such as the work on goal-question-
metric by Basili and Weiss [9]), to the formation of pub-
lication venues for empirical software engineering in the
1990s, into an evidence-based field of research [35].
In 2012, Runeson et al. published a book called “Case
Study Research in Software Engineering – Guidelines
and Examples” [105] which is one of the main guide-
lines used in this thesis.

As mentioned above, Arora et al. [3], argues that one
of the strengths of research at companies is the access
to data. However, when a company uses its own data
and tools to make research claims such as in this the-
sis, e.g. by using the SuiteBuilder tool “two thirds of
the failing tests are now positioned in the first third of
the test suites,” then this claim cannot easily be con-
firmed or rejected by someone not at the company. The
term falsifiability was coined by Popper in 1934 [98],
and it is sometimes used as a possible demarcation be-
tween science and pseudoscience. Without access to
company data and tools, would it be any easier to falsify
the statement about distribution of failing tests, than it
would be to falsify the claim that a teapot orbits the Sun
somewhere between Earth and Mars (Russell’s teapot)?
Intuitively, one might want to argue that this thesis is
scientific, but that belief in Russel’s teapot is pseudo-
scientific. Furthermore, in his famous paper “Why Most
Published Research Findings Are False” [57], Ioannidis

argues that lack of replication, lack of publications with
negative results, and over-emphasis on statistical signif-
icance are root causes for why many research findings
are false. Again, the statement on the fail distributions
is not only hard to falsify, it is also hard to replicate.
Claims that are easy to replicate are of course easier to
falsify. In retrospect, now in 2021, one would argue that
we as authors of the papers in this thesis, should have
made a greater effort to make data and tools available
to a greater audience. Or that we, in addition to explor-
ing challenges at one or a few companies, would also
have used publicly available sources such as open source
projects to evaluate findings, tools or hypotheses. If we
had, then the opportunities to replicate research findings
and the generalizability of the findings would have been
better.

It has been suggested that good research should have
both rigor and relevance. By doing so, one avoids con-
ducting research only for the sake of researchers. At the
core of rigor are carefully considered and transparent
research methods [60, 105, 106, 129].

Doing research in a certain context certainly has an
impact on generalizability. However, Briand et al. [16]
argue that “we see the need to foster [. . . ] research fo-
cused on problems defined in collaboration with indus-
trial partners and driven by concrete needs in specific
domains [. . . ]” In other words, research in a narrow con-
text may have high relevance, regardless of its general-
izability.

Research involving human practitioners may harm
these individuals, and ethical aspects are of relevance
to businesses as well. Smith [110] points out that being
an industrial doctoral student comes with unique ethical
risks, i.e. an industrial doctoral student might portray his
of her employer in a favorable light. For the research in
this thesis, we have had a focus on minimizing harm,
which has led to guidelines not part of this thesis (in
papers X5 and X6 [116, 119]). In addition to avoid-
ing harm to participants in the research, another ethical
aspect of this thesis is the potential for hiding decision
making criteria of an algorithm, which risks making de-
cisions inscrutable, and thereby disempowering stake-
holders [81].

One challenge with the case study research method
in software engineering is that when exploring a
“phenomenon [. . . ] when the boundary between phe-
nomenon and context cannot be clearly specified” (as
Runeson et al. [105] defines a case study), the findings
might depend on the context and not the phenomenon.
In industrial case studies, many variables may have an
impact on what is being measured. There could there-
fore exist confounding factors, perhaps changes in a
software development process, that have not been inves-
tigated, or other threats to internal validity. However,
this threat has been addressed by involving both qual-
itative and quantitative research methods, and by col-
lecting data as to minimize the impact of confounding
variables. E.g., in Paper B, challenges with respect to re-
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gression test selection were identified qualitatively. Pa-
per D used a quantitative metric for test case intermit-
tence that led to the identification of test cases that were
then qualitatively investigated. Furthermore, prolonged
involvement and industrial experience should also have
addressed this threat.

In the studies in this thesis, a number of constructs
are used (e.g., a flaky test, the mapping problem, and in-
formation flow). These do not always have a standard
definition, which leads to threats to construct validity,
not only in the research in this thesis, but in general in
the research community. One way to combat this threat
to validity is to carefully define terms, and be transpar-
ent about algorithms used to collect data and also how
qualitative data has been analyzed.

In all but one of the papers of this thesis, the results
stem from one context: the automated system-level test-
ing at Westermo. One should therefore consider external
validity before transferring results into other contexts.
However, there is a growing body of knowledge of in-
dustrial testing and system-level testing. It is also in-
teresting to speculate about generalizability, e.g. on test
selection or intermittently failing tests, from unit-level
testing to system-level testing. One such example could
be the finding in Paper D that test case assumptions (e.g.,
on timing) is a factor for intermittence that seems to be
common for both unit- and system-level testing.

By being transparent in the choice of, and strict in
the use of, scientific methods, while at the same time
considering humans and organizations, the research in
this thesis should be not only rigorous and relevant, but
also ethical.

3 Related Work
The research fields of software testing, regression test
selection, intermittently failing tests as well as commu-
nication and visualization are all well studied. However,
there is a notable gap between academia and industry
in these fields: an overwhelming majority of the actual
testing in the industry is manual, despite more than 40
years of research on regression test selection very little
of the research targets the system level, intermittently
failing tests have almost exclusively been explored on
unit level testing of open source software, and previous
work on the role of communication in software engi-
neering and software testing indicate that a requirements
specification is of great importance – in practice these
are unfortunately typically of poor quality. This chapter
discusses findings in these areas of research, and also
briefly mention the mathematical field of graph theory
and the subgraph isomorphism problem – topics related
to Paper C.

3.1 Industrial Software Testing

A lot of research has shown that industry seems to be
slow to adopt state of the art techniques for software test-
ing. Most testing is done manually, perhaps as much as
90% [63]. Well-defined test design techniques exist, but
testers “rely on their own experience more” [56]. The in-

dustrial use of issue trackers2 is sometimes flawed, and
many organizations don’t use one [63].

On the positive side, companies change over time and
many strive towards using more agile practices, such as
shortening feedback loops and adopting continuous in-
tegration [89]. In a literature study on continuous prac-
tices from 2017, Shahin et al. identified that, as code
integrations become more frequent, the amount of data
such as test results will increase exponentially [108].
Therefore it is “critical to collect and represent the in-
formation in [a] timely manner to help stakeholders to
gain better and easier understanding and interpretation
of the results. . . ” There is also a need for speeding up
continuous integration [112].

Agile software development practices can coexist
with traditional approaches, and they seem to benefit
from each other. Notander et al. points out that a “com-
mon belief is that agile processes are in conflict with
the requirements of safety standards. . . Our conclusion
is that this might be the case [sometimes], but not [al-
ways]” [86]. Ghanbari came to similar conclusions [45].
A study on communication in agile projects suggest that
plan-driven approaches are sometimes needed in agile
contexts [97]. Similarly, a recent study by Heeager and
Nielsen identified four areas of concern when adopting
agile practices in a safety critical context (documenta-
tion, requirements, life cycle and testing) [51].

When it comes to testing of embedded systems, an
important aspect is to investigate non-functional qual-
ities such as timing, and by testing on real hardware
one can achieve this [7, 41]. One could also alternate
between testing on hardware, virtual hardware and no
hardware [21].

In a literature study from 2019, bin Ali et al. involved
practitioners in the research process in order to iden-
tify industry-relevant research on regression testing [10].
Among other things, they recommend researchers to:
evaluate coverage of a technique at the feature level
(other coverage metrics were not seen as relevant for
practitioners), report on relevant context factors in de-
tail as opposed to reporting generally on many factors
and to study people-related factors.

3.1.1 Regression Test Selection

When organizations move towards nightly testing, and
run testing on the embedded systems, they risk ending
up with nights that are not long enough – too many
test cases and too little time. This is a strong mo-
tivator for introducing regression test selection (RTS).
A well-cited paper by Yoo and Harman proposes three
strategies for coping with RTS: Minimization, Selec-
tion, and Prioritization [135]. RTS can be based on
many different properties: code coverage [83], expected
fault locations [91], topic coverage [52], or historic data
such as last execution, fault detection, and coverage
data [30, 32, 52, 64]. Mathematical optimization ap-

2Issue tracking can also be referred to as bug tracking, defect re-
porting, or incident reporting [59, 87, 137].
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proaches have been used [36, 53, 83] as well as genetic
algorithms [130]. Software fault prediction is a related
field, where one influential paper was written by Ostrand
et al. for traditional software development in large soft-
ware systems [91]. Elbaum et al. mentions that tradi-
tional regression testing techniques that rely on source
code instrumentation and availability of a complete test
set become too expensive in continuous integration de-
velopment environments, partly because of the high fre-
quency of code changes [30].

In 2017, when preparing my licentiate thesis, I identi-
fied four recent surveys on RTS, none of which was ap-
plicable to system-level RTS. The most recent one, from
2016 by Hao et al., mentions that most techniques have
been evaluated with programs smaller than 6 kSLOC
(SLOC = source lines of code) [49]. This is still very far
from many embedded systems where using the Linux
kernel alone results in a code base in the order of 10
MSLOC. Second, Catal and Mishra found that the dom-
inating techniques for RTS are coverage based [19] and
these can therefore be difficult to apply to system-level
software testing due to the instrumentation required.
The third survey, by Yoo and Harman, discuss a design-
based approach to run what seems to be unit-level test
cases: “Assuming that there is traceability between the
design and regression test cases, it is possible to perform
regression test selection of code-level test cases from the
impact analysis of UML design models” [135]. Finally,
Engström et al. published a paper in 2010 in which they
investigated 28 techniques, where 14 were on statement
level, the others were no higher than module level [33].

Now, in 2021, the body of knowledge on system-
level RTS has grown and is still growing. Ricken and
Dyck did a survey on multi-objective regression test op-
timization in 2017 [101] and they argue that duration
needed for test cases should be taken into account. Lou
et al. [75] did a literature study on regression test priori-
tization. They found that most approaches are not much
better than simple ones, the approaches target domains
where testing is so fast that selection is not really rele-
vant, and that no free and suitable tool exists (e.g. a tool
integrated with jUnit). In a 2020 doctoral thesis on test
selection, Haghighatkhah [48] proposes a RTS approach
that combines diversity (using test case distances) and
historic test data. Similarly, diversity has also been pro-
posed by Neto et al. [84]. In a systematic mapping study
from 2020 on test case prioritization in continuous in-
tegration environments, Prado Lima and Vergelio found
that history-based approaches is a dominating approach
in recent publications on RTS, few of the publications
they processed report on challenges in testing in a con-
tinuous integration context and that future work should
also include aspects of intermittently failing tests (flaky
tests) as well as time constraints [99].

Paper B builds upon the existing body of knowledge
in the field of RTS, as it was in 2016, and the paper
shows feasibility of system-level RTS by using a frame-
work of prioritizers that each investigate some priority-

giving aspect. Had the SL-RTS been implemented
from scratch today, then one could have also consid-
ered the diversity of the selection (see, e.g., Haghigh-
atkhah [48]), and made the tool more scalable as to
avoid making a test results database a bottleneck when
test complexity increases (see Figure 4). The Suite-
Builder tool described in Paper B, has had its database
questions simplified a few times in the seven years that
have passed since its implementation. A migration from
the old database schema and programming language has
started, as described in Paper E.

3.1.2 Test Environment Assignment

The body of knowledge with respect to assigning test
environments to test cases for execution seems to be in
its infancy. While Paper C was in submission, Kaindl et
al. published work on the same high level problem. In
their paper they “briefly sketch the technical essence of
[their] project” explaining that they plan to use a seman-
tic specification, an ontology, and a taxonomy to assign
test environments to a test case [62]. However, it seems
as if Paper C is the only study with a working solution
for this problem in the domain of networked embedded
systems.

Paper C investigates and discusses “the mapping
problem” and how it is related to the subgraph iso-
morphism problem. The subgraph isomorphism prob-
lem is a well-studied topic in the field of graph theory,
and much of the basic terminology is covered in books
such as Wilson’s introduction to graph theory [133].
There are a number of approaches to solving the sub-
graph isomorphism problem: satisfiability, for example,
is covered by both Knuth and Ullman [69, 126]. An-
other approach is to do a combinatorial search, such the
one described by Bonicci et al. [12]. In the test cases
and test systems at Westermo, there are frequently cy-
cles. If there is a cycle in a test case, then this must be
mapped onto a cycle in a test system. Algorithms for
identifying cycles are therefore of importance for im-
proving the mapping, e.g. work by Paton, or Yuster and
Zwick [92, 136].

3.1.3 Intermittently Failing Tests

According to Fowler [37, 38], a code smell is a “surface
indication” of a potential problem in code. Smelly tests
represent code smells in test code, such as test cases with
poor design or implementation choices. An example of
a test smell is “the local hero” test case that will pass in a
local environment, but fail when testing in the target en-
vironment because of undocumented dependencies that
were not satisfied [42]. A flaky test is a test that has
been executed at least twice and provided both passing
and failing verdicts, without any changes being made to
the underlying software, hardware or testware between
the two executions [76]. In other words, a flaky test is a
test case in which there is an apparent non-determinism
in the underlying software, hardware or testware. Flaky
tests have been widely studied, and many tests are flaky
because they are also smelly [127], and sometimes the
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Figure 7: The Shannon-Weaver communication model.

removal of test smells leads to removal of flakiness.
Because of the requirement of unchanged software,

hardware and testware, the construct of a flaky test is
not very convenient in a resource constrained continuous
integration environment. Therefore, Paper D defines an
intermittently failing test as a test case that has been ex-
ecuted repeatedly while there is a potential evolution in
software, hardware and/or testware, and where the ver-
dict changes over time.3 The paper also defines a metric
to quantify test cases as more or less intermittently fail-
ing based on Markov chains [79, 100]. A similar metric
was presented by Breuer in 1973 [15], but discovered
independently, and created for another domain – Pa-
per D targets regression testing of software-intense em-
bedded system as opposed to describing faults in hard-
ware. Breuer seems to have been first to use Markov
chains to describe faults in a system, as opposed to mod-
eling the system. Another way of quantifying flakiness,
based on entropy, has been presented by Gao [40]. This
method requires code instrumentation (code coverage)
and was evaluated using Java programs with 9 to 90
thousand lines of code. One perceived advantage of
Gao’s metric is that it can be used to “weed out flaky
failures” whereas our approach targeted a better under-
standing of the root causes of intermittently failing tests.

Lou et al. [76] did an investigation on unit tests in
open source projects. They found that many tests were
flaky because of asynchronous waiting, concurrency, or
test order. Important problems with flaky tests, on this
level, are that they can be hard to reproduce, may waste
time, may hide other bugs and they can reduce the con-
fidence in testing such that practitioners ignore failing
tests [76]. Despite a large amount of research on flaky
tests on unit level, only four studies targeting intermit-
tently failing tests on a system level were identified
when Paper D was submitted: Ahmad et al. [2], Eck et
al. [29], Lam et al. [70], and Thorve et al. [125]. These
five studies combined allowed for identification of simi-
larities and differences between factors leading to inter-
mittently failing tests on unit and system levels.

3.2 Communication and Flow of Information

In a 60 year old publication [109] Shannon first de-
scribed what would later be known as the Shannon-
Weaver model of communication, shown in Figure 7.
This model has later been built upon to represent count-

3A recent paper by Barboni et al. [8] explores different definitions
and overlapping aspects of the terminology of flaky or intermittently
failing tests.

less variants. It contains an information source con-
verted into a message that a transmitter converts to a sig-
nal, noise is added to the signal from a noise source. The
signal and message then reach the destination. Later re-
search on this model add, among other things, medium
used, as well as the role of distances.

Information flow has an important overlap with the
concept of communication, it can be defined by a dis-
tributed system of agents and the relationships between
them. Information flow is important when a synergy be-
tween humans and software systems is required for a
work flow [26].

A theory for distances in software engineering “ex-
plains how practices improve the communication within
a project by impacting distances between people, activ-
ities and artifacts” [11]. As an example, the practice of
Cross-Role Collaboration has an impact on the tempo-
ral distance. Olson and Olson found that new technol-
ogy may make geographical distance smaller, making
cultural distances appear to be greater [88]. They also
found that modern communication media frequently re-
lies on technical solutions, such as a conference phone,
and when there are usability problems, the users adapted
their behavior instead of fixing the technology – by
shouting in the conference phone.

The requirements specification is the most impor-
tant document for testers during system testing, but
this document is often of poor quality [56], and is
one of the main sources of technical debt for safety
development [45]. Alternatively, documentation can
be seen as a complement to communication that can
help combat knowledge evaporation [77]. Human fac-
tors and the quality of the requirements specifications
were also mentioned in a qualitative interview study
“as essential for development of safety critical sys-
tems” [86]. Furthermore, the Annex E of the first part
of the ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119 standard acknowledges that
testers need to communicate, with various stakeholders,
in a timely manner, and that this communication may
be more formal (e.g., written reports) or oral (as in ag-
ile contexts) [58]. Similarly, the International Software
Qualifications Board, ISTQB, released their syllabus for
certification of test automation engineers [6] in 2016. It
covers topics that frequently occurred in our interviews
in Paper A. They recommend that one should: measure
benefits of automation (costs are easily seen), visualize
results, create and store logs from both the system under
test and the test framework, and generate reports after
test sessions.
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Papers A and E extend the body of knowledge in the
field of communication and information flow in software
engineering with results on a holistic approach to the
flow of information in software testing, as well as a tool
for test results exploration and visualization.

3.3 Visualization

According to Diehl, there are three important aspects
of software visualization: structure, behavior and evo-
lution [24]. An early visualization technique to show
structure is from 1958 and generated control-flow dia-
grams because it “is not practical to expect [everyone]
to be intimately familiar with [all code]” [107]. Visu-
alizations may not only show structure but also com-
pare structures. One survey on software visualization,
present methods for visualizing static aspects with the
focus of source code lines, class metrics, relationships,
and architectural metrics [18].

In a well-cited paper from 2002, Jones et al. use
test results data with a combination of source code,
code coverage, unit tests and test results in a sort of an
extended Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
view [61]. A dashboard is a common approach for qual-
ity monitoring and control in the industry. These aim
at presenting one or more key performance indicators
(KPIs) over time [23, 39]. When visualizing test results,
there is a need for summaries [85], information may be
spread out in several different systems [13], one might
need to consider transitions between different views of a
test results visualization tool [90], and one should con-
sider that visualizations may target different stakehold-
ers for different purposes [115].

Rosling et al. argues that “The world cannot be un-
derstood without numbers. But the world cannot be
understood with numbers alone.” The Roslings devel-
oped software to visualize the improvements in world
health because students were found to perform worse
than random in quizzes on the topic [103, 104]. This
could be seen as an indication of the importance of vi-
sualizations for comprehending data. In his keynote
at the practitioner-oriented conference Beauty in Code
2018 [5], James Bach highlighted that stakeholders do
not know what to visualize: “What I had to do, is use
my skill as a tester, and my interest in visual design, and
complexity, and displays, and statistics, to try to come
up with something, that they, when they saw it – it would
be like someone seeing an iPhone for the first time, they
would say ‘I used to like Nokias and now I like Apple
phones’.” This could be seen as supporting findings in
Paper A, that visualizations are not prioritized and an in-
dividual skilled in other domains ends up being the one
preparing visualizations.

Adopting a data science approach at a company can
be hard – data science deals with collection, process-
ing, preparation and analysis of data, it is a cross-domain
discipline that requires skills beyond software engineer-
ing and computer science, e.g. mathematics and domain
knowledge [28]. Paper E strives to make test results
data visualized and explorable. Similar goals were held

in the q-rapids project4 where data was collected, pro-
cessed and then shown to product owners with the aim
of enhancing their cognition, situational awareness, and
decision-making capabilities [20]. Some of the chal-
lenges they have seen in their work on q-rapids are: to
be transparent about what a value or metric means and
its origins, integration with the tool and other tools, as
well as the need for the tool to be tailored to a com-
pany. Some of the lessons learned were to use a com-
mon entry point for the data, and that implementation
of the tool requires experts (e.g. when setting up data
collection streams and doing analysis of data) [82]. As
opposed to the q-rapids project, the tool described in Pa-
per E does not strive to distill test results data into key
performance indicators. Instead, it targets exploration
and visualization and, in some sense, interaction with
the data. Ahmad et al. [1] investigated information needs
for testing and identified eight needs that closely match
the work in Paper E, such as being aware of if, and if
so where (on which test system and code branch), a test
case fails.

With respect to the body of knowledge in the field of
visualization of software test results, Paper E confirms
some of the previous work (such as the importance of
visualizations, and the need to consider transitions be-
tween views). It also provides a long term case study of
the implementation and usage of test results visualiza-
tion and decision making, and shows the importance of
the TRDB.

4 Contributions
The research goal of this thesis is to improve auto-
mated system-level software testing of industrial net-
worked embedded systems. To reach the goal, the thesis
poses five RQs that have been targeted with five studies.
Each paper primarily targets one RQ (RQ1: Paper A,
RQ2: Paper B, etc.). This chapter revisits the RQs and
summarizes their main contributions (C).

4.1 RQ1: Information Flow

How could one describe the flow of information in soft-
ware testing in an organization developing embedded
systems, and what key aspects, challenges, and good ap-
proaches are relevant to this flow?

Paper A seems to be the first study to take a high level
approach to the flow of information in software testing.
For the study, twelve interviews with industry practi-
tioners were held. The interviewees were from five dif-
ferent companies and had an average of more than 14
years of experience. 17 hours of audio was recorded,
anonymized and transcribed into 130 pages of text, that
was analyzed with thematic analysis. The main contri-
butions of Paper A are:

C-A1: An overall model of the flow of information in
software testing.

4Q-Rapids: Quality-aware rapid software development: www.q-
rapids.eu.
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C-A2: Six key factors that affect the flow of informa-
tion in software testing (how organizations conduct
testing and trouble shooting, communication, pro-
cesses, technology, artifacts, as well as how it is
organized).

C-A3: Seven main challenges for the information flow
(comprehending the objectives and details of test-
ing, root cause identification, poor feedback, post-
poned testing, poor artifacts and traceability, poor
tools and test infrastructure, and distances).

C-A4: Five good approaches for enhancing the flow
(close collaboration between roles, fast feedback,
custom test report automation, test results visual-
ization, and the use of suitable tools and frame-
works).

4.2 RQ2: Test Selection

What challenges might an organization have with re-
spect to system-level regression test selection in the con-
text of networked embedded systems, and how could one
address these challenges?

Paper B seems to be one of the first papers on system-
level regression test selection. The study covers three
industrial challenges with nightly regression testing:
nightly testing not finishing on time, manual work and
omitted tests, as well as no priority for the test cases.
These problems were solved by implementing Suite-
Builder. The algorithm was evaluated quantitatively us-
ing data from four years of nightly testing, as well as
qualitatively with interview data. The main contribu-
tions of Paper B are:

C-B1: The SuiteBuilder tool, a framework of prioritiz-
ers assigning priorities based on multiple factors.

C-B2: Empirical evidence that the tool improves the
testing process: test suites finish on time, and that
two thirds of the failing tests are now positioned in
the first third of the test suites.

4.3 RQ3: Hardware Selection

What challenges might an organization have with re-
spect to test environment assignment in the context of
networked embedded systems, and how could one ad-
dress these challenges?

When performing testing of embedded systems, it is
critical to also involve real hardware, and Paper C shows
what appears to be the first evaluated approach to solve
the mapping problem. The process of mapping involves
a way to map a test case onto a test system using graph
theory, in particular the graph models of the test sys-
tems and test cases. This way the subgraph isomorphism
problem is adapted to the context of networked embed-
ded devices. The prototype implementation was eval-
uated quantitatively with the available test systems and
test cases for more than 10.000 different pairs of graphs.
The main contributions of Paper C are:

C-C1: A new mapper, that was found to be more than
80 times faster than the old tool.

C-C2: An extension of the mapper, where the TRDB
with previous mappings is used to map in different
ways over time such that the DUT coverage grew
from a median of 33%, to a median of 100% in just
five iterations.

4.4 RQ4: Intermittently Failing Tests

What are the root causes of intermittently failing tests
during system-level testing in a context under evolu-
tion, and could one automate the detection of these test
cases?

Paper D defines a novel metric for intermittently fail-
ing tests. By analyzing more than half a million test
verdicts from nine months of nightly testing, both inter-
mittently and consistently failing tests were identified.
The main contributions of Paper D are:

C-D1: A novel metric that can identify intermittently
failing tests, and measure the level of intermittence
over the test base.

C-D2: Nine factors that may lead to intermittently fail-
ing tests for system-level testing of an embedded
system (test case assumptions, complexity of test-
ing, software and/or hardware faults, test case de-
pendencies, resource leaks, network issues, random
numbers issues, test system issues, and refactor-
ing).

C-D3: Evidence that finding the root cause of inter-
mittently failing tests often involves more effort,
when compared to root cause analysis of consis-
tently failing tests.

C-D4: Evidence that a fix for a consistently failing test
often repairs a larger number of failures found by
other test cases than a fix of an intermittently failing
test.

4.5 RQ5: Test Results Exploration and Visualiza-
tion

How could one implement and evaluate a system to en-
hance visualization and exploration of test results to
support the information flow in an organization?

Paper E focuses on a new tool, Tim, that was imple-
mented to replace an old system for test results explo-
ration and visualization (TREV). Work was prioritized
and evaluated with a reference group of 12 individuals.
From reference group meetings, 7 hours of video was
recorded and transcribed into 36 pages of text, and logs
from 201 days of using Tim was also collected. The
main contributions of Paper E are:

C-E1: Four solution patterns for TREV (filtering, ag-
gregation, previews and comparisons).
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C-E2: Implementation and empirical evaluation of
eight views for TREV (start, outcomes, outcome,
session, heatmap, measurements, compare branch
and analyze branch views).

C-E3: Six challenges for TREV (expectations, anoma-
lies, navigation, integrations, hardware details and
plots).

5 Future Work
This thesis covers system-level test automation of em-
bedded systems, and in particular test results informa-
tion flow, regression test selection, hardware selection,
intermittently failing tests as well as test results explo-
ration and visualization. This chapter discusses some of
the potential for future research.

The topics of test results information flow and test
results exploration and visualization are partly overlap-
ping. Future work could investigate, on a higher level,
how an organization would benefit from automated test
reporting, as well as if or how humans and such a sys-
tem could co-create meaningful test reports – would this
be a way to bridge some of the challenges of combining
agile and traditional development?

Despite already being very well-researched, there
is room for more work on the regression test selec-
tion problem – in particular with respect to diversity,
what the characteristics of a good selection is, and how
different selection strategies impact these characteris-
tics. Perhaps industry and academia could co-create an
open source tool that could be adjusted to fit different
needs (such as when one organization requires a certain
code coverage, whereas another focuses on diversity)?
Also, if the test selection strategy was reactive (perhaps
search-based) and given the mandate to re-prioritize on
the fly during a test session, would that improve test cov-
erage, or other desirables of the testing?

As mentioned above, research on automated hardware
selection for testing embedded systems seems to be in its
infancy. However, perhaps a more generalized problem
of hardware selection could be well served from find-
ings in combinatorial testing of product lines or search-
based software engineering [25, 47, 50, 74]? With re-
spect to the results in this thesis, questions that remain
unanswered range from fundamental (is test coverage of
two different hardware platforms exactly twice as valu-
able as coverage of one?), via detailed (how different
would a tool using satisfiability to solve the mapping
problem be when compared to one that uses the sub-
graph isomorphism problem, and are they equally ex-
plicable to practitioners?), to extremely detailed (how
much does the performance of the mapping tool increase
if cycles in the test systems and test cases are consid-
ered?). The benefits and drawbacks of testing on actual
devices with hardware, on virtualized systems, or using
emulated hardware would also be interesting to explore.
When is it good enough to test without real hardware,
and when must it be used?

Similar to the regression test selection problem, the
topic of intermittently failing tests is receiving a great
amount of research attention. Most of this research is
done for unit-level testing, perhaps because most test
automation is done at this level and public data sets are
available. Some of this research seems to imply that the
root cause of the intermittence is in the test cases them-
selves, which Paper D identified as only one type of root
cause. A question that seems to remain unanswered is:
which of the root causes to intermittence are generaliz-
able across testing levels and domains?

Rule-based systems, such as the SuiteBuilder tool, is
a type of artificial intelligence (AI). More advanced AI
learns from data to become increasingly better at solving
tasks, sometimes at the price of transparency or explica-
bility [71, 119]. It is very clear that society in general,
and software test automation in particular, could gain
tremendously by adopting more AI. As this thesis is be-
ing written, Westermo has joined an industry-academia
research project involving AI (described in [34]). What
the exact outcomes will be remains to be seen, but in
general, it seems as if almost all aspects of this thesis
could benefit from further automation, with or without
AI.

6 Conclusions
As mentioned in the abstract of this thesis, embedded
systems appear almost everywhere and play a crucial
role for industrial and transport applications – software
testing is crucial for the quality assurance of these sys-
tems. This thesis addresses five challenges for auto-
mated system-level software testing of industrial net-
worked embedded systems. These challenges have been
tackled in five studies, each self-contained with its own
conclusion section. To conclude the thesis, this chapter
takes a step back, and looks at the big picture. A central
result of this thesis is that software testing can be seen
as a set of feedback loops, that can be visualized in the
flow diagram in Figure 1, which was one of the main
findings of Paper A. This study focused on the overall
flow of information in software testing. The remaining
studies fit well into this picture. Both test selection (Pa-
per B) and test environment assignment (Paper C) can be
seen as processes having an impact on what to test, and
with what to test, in the test environment. The role of the
test results database has, in one way, an importance after
the testing (e.g. to aid in reporting), but because it may
impact coming test selection and the coming test envi-
ronment assignment, it also has an importance before
the testing activity. The impact of intermittently failing
tests (Paper D) can be seen as having an influence on
test results, how it reaches developers and the distrust
of testing it might lead to for developers. The findings
on intermittently failing tests also point to a need to im-
prove software, hardware and testware in order to avoid
intermittent faults in these. The work on visualizing test
results and making them explorable (Paper E) is one ap-
proach of improving the feedback loop in Figure 1.
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The research goal of this thesis is: to improve au-
tomated system-level software testing of industrial net-
worked embedded systems. In short, this has been
achieved with an improved understanding of the flow of
information in software testing, selection of test cases
and hardware for testing, with an investigation of inter-
mittently failing tests, as well as improved visualizations
of test results.
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